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- GSM 6121 – Politics & Public Policy for Managers – Fall 2014 - 
 

Mondays and Wednesdays – 8:30am to 10:00am / 10:30am to 12:00pm – Room: TBA 
Atkinson Graduate School of Management – Willamette University 

 
- Instructor - 

 

Tim Johnson 
Assistant Professor of Public Management and Public Policy 

 
- Office Hours - 

 

Mudd 305 – Mondays and Wednesdays, 1:00pm to 4:00pm – Or by appointment. 
 

- Contact Information and Faculty Website - 
 

Office Phone: (503) 370-6835 – Cell Phone: (503) 927-6824 – Fax Line: (503) 370-3011  
Electronic Mail: tjohnson@willamette.edu – Faculty Website: www.willamette.edu/~tjohnson  

  
- Course Description - 

 

As described in the course catalog, “Public, private, and not-for-profit organizations operate within a 
framework of rules at the global, national, state and local levels. This course looks at the impact of 
customs, policies, laws, regulations, technologies and trends on these rules, how interests in society 
influence rules informally and formally, and how organizations respond to opportunities and threats 
these rules create. Each nation’s unique governmental and procedural arrangements make cross 
sector relationships even more complex. Students will explore common and disparate features that 
impact management in a global economy and polity, incorporating the perspective of public service 
values – human dignity, integration, integrity, and excellence.” To achieve that plan of inquiry, the 
course will study how business, government, and not-for-profit enterprises govern themselves, how 
those enterprises interact with “the government,” and how managers can utilize tools from various 
management functions in order to address—both successfully and ethically—challenges related to 
politics and public policy. 

 
- Learning Objectives - 

 

By the end of this course, you will be able to... 
 

1. understand the impact of environmental, economic, political, regulatory, cultural, 
technological and international trends upon governance (e.g., expectations, policies, 
processes, decision rights, and performance) in business, government, and not-for-profit 
organizations 

2. recognize, assess, and respond to the rules that govern collective decision-making so as to 
influence outcomes. 

3. evaluate and select among alternative institutional and operational arrangements for 
resolving conflicts within and between business, government, and not-for-profit 
organizations (e.g., state-owned enterprises, strategic alliances) 

4. manage and lead organizations from a values perspective (e.g., efficiency and objectivity, 
fairness and respect for the individual, accountability and transparency, and public trust)  

5. apply critical and creative thinking skills to practical and theoretical problems of strategy, 
structure, diversity, and performance in a national and global environment. 
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-Course Website- 
wise.willamette.edu 

 
-Required Reading Materials- 

 

1. Baron, David P. 2010. Business and Its Environment, 6th Edition. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice 
Hall. (Abbreviated as “Baron” in the reading schedule listed later in this syllabus.) 

 
Please note that the course uses the “older” edition of this book. The newer edition has replaced valuable 
content with material that—albeit interesting and well developed—departs from the key objectives of this 
course. As a result, I have opted to continue with the “old” edition to ensure we reach our learning objectives. 
Thus, please obtain a copy of the 6th edition.  

 
2. Various articles and cases, available publicly to Willamette students and hyperlinked via WISE. 
 

-How This Course Relates to Your Broader Education at the AGSM- 
 

Enterprises—such as businesses, not-for-profits, and government agencies—rest within a socio-
political environment. Thus, regardless of your industry or occupation, you will need to understand 
politics and public policy to succeed as a manager. 
 
For one, understanding politics and public policy will help you ensure that your enterprise respects 
regulations, laws, and orders put forward by the government. For instance, if you run a marketing 
firm, you must ensure that your employees abide by “truth in advertising laws” that might exist in 
markets where your clients operate. If you act as a financial analyst, you must abide by rules that 
securities regulators administer and enforce. If you are a human resources official, you must develop 
practices that accord with employment laws, such as minimum wages or regulations concerning 
working conditions. If you are an entrepreneur, you must secure mandatory business licenses. These 
are a mere handful of the ways that government regulations affect enterprises; inadequate 
compliance with those regulations can lead to poor outcomes, ranging from enterprise failure to 
criminal prosecution. Understanding politics and public policy provides a means to avoid those 
pitfalls.  
 
Another reason to advance your understanding of politics and public policy is that enterprises can 
work with government to achieve their missions. For instance, a marketing firm might secure a 
government contract allowing it to gain revenue by producing public service announcements; a 
financial or budget analyst might use statistical indices developed and maintained by government 
agencies; a human resources official might contact a government official to seek advice on whether 
or not a new employee recruitment strategy conforms to employment laws; an entrepreneur might 
secure a small business grant to acquire capital. Those examples represent a few of the ways 
enterprises can promote their mission by engaging in the political and public policy arena.  
 
In this course, you—regardless of your industrial and occupational focus—will learn how to 
maximize the benefits and minimize the costs that your enterprise derives from politics and public 
policy. 
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-Pedagogies- 
 

This course will use various pedagogies, including lectures, exercises, student discussions, case 
analyses, and online activities. The intellectual content of the class session—as opposed to some 
dogma or fad—will drive the selection of pedagogical methods. 

 
-Assessments- 

 

Assessments in this course aim to measure the knowledge and skills you have acquired through in-
class activities, readings, and out-of-class exercises. Assessments identify areas in which you can 
improve your knowledge and skills. This holds for assessments completed during the early and 
middle portions of the term, as well as for assessments completed during the final stretch of the 
term. In other words, the final assignment provides you information about how you can continue to 
improve your understanding of politics and public policy once you have completed this course.  
 
Consistent with the objectives of this course and its orientation toward lifelong learning and 
improvement, the assessments will take two forms: 
 
I. Exams. 
The course will involve two exams. The first exam will take place roughly halfway through the 
semester; the second exam will take place at the end of the semester. Each exam will require you to 
think about realistic political and public policy challenges facing managers. Your responses to 
questions and prompts on the exam will be in the form of short answers. I will provide you with 
optional study materials, each week, which indicate the types of questions that the exam will entail. 
Exams will be worth 100 points each and will be completed in class. The exams will be open-
book/open-note and handwritten; no electronic devices can be used, unless you have 
documentation from Disability Services—located in the Bishop Wellness Center—indicating that 
you require an electronic device as a means of facilitating your abilities. The exams will address all 
five of the course learning objectives. 
 
II. Course Project: Strategically Addressing Political and Public Policy Challenges. 
The final component of your grade consists of a project, worth 100 points, which you will complete 
over the course of the semester. For the project, you will select an enterprise and study the influence 
that politics and public policy has the enterprise’s activities and ambitions. The enterprise you 
choose, which I will refer to as your “project enterprise,” can be an enterprise in which you (i) have 
worked, (ii) currently work, or (iii) want to work. Furthermore, the enterprise can be one that you 
(iv) aim to create as an entrepreneur or (v) seek to understand out of intrinsic interest. Whichever of 
these categories you fall into, I simply request that you use the project to advance your career goals. The 
project has three components; each component covers all of the course’s learning objectives. The 
components involve the following activities: 
 

1. Draft a one page memo identifying a public policy issue relevant to your project enterprise; 
then, frame the issue with Baron’s “4Is” and identify where the issue is in Baron’s issue life 
cycle.  

2. Draft a one page memo that outlines testimony to a legislative body or other law-making 
authority that can affect your issue via the creation of new laws.  

3. Draft a one page memo in which you assess the susceptibility of your project enterprise to 
private politics. 
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4. Draft a one page memo in which you identify government enterprises that currently or will 
prospectively administer and enforce laws/regulations/decrees/rules related to your issue; 
then, explain whether the laws/regulations/decrees/rules result from an economic, 
distributive, or moral rationale. Your explanation should describe, in detail, the nature of the 
economic, distributive, or moral rationale in question. 

 
The due dates for each component are listed in the schedule of readings and assignments contained 
later in this syllabus. On our course’s WISE site, I will post information sheets that describe how to 
complete each component of the project and how I will grade each component of the project. 
 
Successfully completing this project will provide evidence that you possess comprehensive 
knowledge about the political and public policy environment of your project enterprise. Accordingly, 
the project will improve your ability to communicate that knowledge to individuals who have 
influence over your career goals—such as managers who control hiring at the enterprises for which 
you aspire to work, donors who might contribute financing to your not-for-profit, loan agents who 
will decide whether your entrepreneurial vision is financed, or department directors who oversee the 
operations of a government agency that you run. Thus, I encourage you to use this project as a way 
to advance your career. 
 

-Writing Evaluation- 
Given the importance of writing in the workplace, I want you to use this class as an opportunity to 
enhance your writing skills. As a result, you are required to submit the first component of your 
course project to Contributing Assistant Professor Jessica Ordonez. Professor Ordonez, in turn, will 
provide you feedback on your writing and you will be required to meet with her to discuss this 
feedback. The content of the feedback will not affect your grade, but your pursuit of feedback will: 
if you do not submit your paper for feedback and if you do not meet with Professor Ordonez prior 
to the 10th week of the semester, then you will lose half of the points available on Component 1.   

 
-Grading- 

 

Course grades will be determined using the following, fixed percent scale: 
 

A:  [95%, 100%] A-: [90%, 95%) B+: [85%, 90%) 
B: [80%, 85%) B-: [75%, 80%) C+: [70%, 75%) 
C: [65%, 70%) C-: [60%, 65%) F: [0, 60%) 

 
Please note that square brackets signify inclusivity and parentheses indicate exclusivity. 
 

-Caveat Emptor- 
 

I believe this syllabus puts forth a plan that will help you master the concepts, skills, and materials 
central to understanding how managers can use politics and public policy to advance their 
objectives. Nonetheless, unforeseen circumstances may require the modification of this syllabus to 
ensure learning. I reserve the right to make such changes, but I will consult you before doing so.  
 

-Late Work- 
 

Please note that course project assignments should be delivered by 11:59:59 pm on the designated 
due date. In the event that you believe that you will not be able to turn in an assignment on time, 
please contact me. Given a reasonable excuse, I will not deduct points from your assessment grade. 
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Unexcused late work, however, will receive an immediate deduction of 1% of the total possible 
points on the assignment. Every 12 hours that pass following the deadline, an additional 1% of the 
assignment’s total points will be deducted. Exams must be completed on time or they will not 
receive any points.  

 
-Absences- 

 

I do not provide participation points or deduct points for absences. However, a strong relationship 
exists between class attendance and performance. You will notice that—before each class session—I 
document who attends class. I keep this documentation to track my own performance and to help 
you individually master course content. My analysis of these data over time suggests a robust 
relationship between attendance and performance. This relationship results from the fact that class 
sessions do not regurgitate readings, but, instead, they extrapolate from them and extend their 
concepts in novel, challenging ways. Thus, absent extraordinary efforts to catch up on the material 
you miss in class (note that viewing the lecture slides does not count as extraordinary effort), past 
evidence suggests that you will receive a de facto penalty for missing class. Thus, I strongly encourage 
you to attend each class session. 
 

-Americans with Disabilities Act- 
 

I aim to create a learning environment that accommodates the diverse abilities of all students. If you 
desire accommodations arising from eligibility under the Americans with Disabilities Act, please 
provide documentation from Disability Services—located in the Bishop Wellness Center—at the 
beginning of the semester. 
 

-Use of Personal Computing Devices in Class- 
 

Laptops and other personal computing devices can facilitate learning, but I ask that you only use 
them for legitimate classroom purposes. Please do not use laptops and personal computing devices 
in ways that are distracting and discourteous to those around you. 

  
-Expectations of Conduct for Students, Faculty and Staff- 

-Atkinson Graduate School of Management- 
 

We are a community of learners. Our professional commitment is to create an environment that 
advances the science and practice of managing organizations. As individuals, we conduct ourselves 
with honor and integrity, treat everyone with respect, take responsibility for our actions, and fulfill 
our promises. 

 

Examples of conduct consistent with this expectation include 
 

~ Taking initiative 
~ Crafting solutions  
~ Completing assignments according to an agreed schedule 
~ Offering constructive criticism and accepting it appreciatively 
~ Taking responsibility for our own learning and that of others 

 

We expect someone who observes or learns about behavior inconsistent with our expectations of 
conduct to initiate corrective action by clarifying the situation and encouraging the responsible party 
to act appropriately. In the case of a violation of School or University policies or the laws of relevant 
jurisdictions, notify the appropriate enforcement authorities. 

 
Affirmed by the students, staff, and faculty, Fall, 2002. 
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-Atkinson Graduate School of Management Honor Code- 

“The Atkinson Graduate School of Management (Atkinson) develops ethically responsible 

managers and leaders through a culture honoring the highest standards of academic integrity, 

ethical conduct, and professionalism.  The Atkinson Honor Code sustains an environment of 

honor and trust in the Atkinson community. 

Atkinson advocates for the values of Integrity, Human Dignity, Integration, and Excellence in 

fulfilling its mission of providing a premier management education for aspirants to management 

in the private, not-for-profit, and public sectors.  Atkinson’s adherence to Willamette 

University’s motto -- Non nobis solum nati sumus (Not unto ourselves alone are we born) -- 

exemplifies a commitment to its stakeholders and community. 

Honesty and integrity are essential qualities to the practice and profession of management and 

ought to guide all individual members in fully developing his or her potential.  Atkinson’s 

distinct culture demands a community of members who accept individual responsibility and 

excellence, compassion, professional and personal integrity, teamwork, drive, and passion. 

All members must therefore agree to abide by and promote the following standards of 

professionalism and excellence that constitute our Honor Code: 

 Not seek an unfair advantage over other members, including but not limited to giving or 

receiving unauthorized aid during completion of academic and professional 

requirements; 

 To honestly represent one’s self and facts at all times; 

 To respect the personal and property rights of all members of the Atkinson community; 

and 

 Uphold this Honor Code by fully cooperating with and protecting the privacy of the 

proceedings. 

Atkinson members are expected to adhere to all policies and requirements of Willamette 

University and abide by all applicable laws and regulations. 

Each member is responsible for his or her behavior in the academic and professional 

communities.  For members of the Atkinson community, any violation of this Honor Code 

should result in disciplinary action." 
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-Calendar of Readings, Assignments, and Examinations- 
 

The tables below list the schedule of readings, assignments, and examinations. The readings listed on 
a given row of the table should be completed before the date listed on that same line. Each class 
session will have a learning objective that relates to the broader learning objectives of the course. 
The class learning objective is stated on each row of the table and the course learning objectives 
addressed in the class session are listed, in parentheses, following the course learning objective. 
Underneath that information, I also list questions that spur you to think about how the class content 
applies across sectors, management functions, ethical and public services values, and international 
contexts. Please note that these questions are to enhance your reading. Although we will discuss 
them in some class sessions, the questions are not mandatory assessments that you must 
complete. Finally, the rightmost column in each row lists the due dates of assignments and exams. 
 

Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Learning Objectives Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

1 8/25/14 Introduction to Nonmarket Strategy 

Apply Baron’s 4Is framework to define 
the political and public policy 
environment of an enterprise (1-5) 
 

Questions: 

1. Public: As an administrator at the FCC, how 
would you respond to Google’s attempts to 
influence the spectrum auction? 

2. Nonprofit: What risks does Privacy 
International run by criticizing Google? 

3. Private: Do Google’s market competitors 
compete with Google in the nonmarket 
environment?  

Baron 

(pp. 1-13) 

--  

“The Nonmarket 
Environment of 

Google” 

(p. 25) 

-- 

Google. (2014). 

“Google Public 
Policy Blog” 

(skim the blog & take 
note of the issues on 

which Google 
presently focuses)  

 

1 8/27/14 Introduction to Nonmarket Strategy 

Project the impact of a nonmarket issue 
by identifying the institutions involved 
in the issue and by employing Baron’s 
Issue Life Cycle framework (1-5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: As a state-owned enterprise, does 
Aldeasa have different obligations than a private 
duty-free retailer? 

2. Nonprofit: Privatization transforms Aldeasa 
from a state-owned firm to a private firm. What 
changes would have to take place if Aldeasa 
transitioned from a profit-making firm to a not-
for-profit enterprise (aside from being unable to 
make profits)? 

3. Private: What will be the most significant new 
challenge Aldeasa faces after privatization? 

Baron 

(pp. 13-16, 484-489) 

--  

“Aldeasa and the EU 
Duty Free Abolition” 

(p. 511) 

 

 

http://googlepublicpolicy.blogspot.com/
http://googlepublicpolicy.blogspot.com/
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

2 9/1/14 Labor Day Holiday – No Class   

2 9/3/14 Integrating Market & Nonmarket 
Strategies 

Classify strategies as concerning the 
market or nonmarket environment, and 
identify ways that market and nonmarket 
strategies can reinforce each other (1) 

Questions: 

1. Public: How will citizens view the FCC’s 
willingness to adopt Google’s conditions for the 
spectrum auction? 

2. Nonprofit: Imagine you ran a not-for-profit 
hospital, would you support or oppose direct-to-
consumer advertising? 

3. Private: Is eBay’s legal strategy consistent with 
its market strategy? 

Baron (pp.33-49) 

[Pay particular 
attention to the 

‘mini-cases’ on pages 
38, 40, & 44] 
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

3 9/8/14 The Media I: Predicting Media Activity 

Apply Baron’s Theory of Media Coverage 
and Treatment to predict the extent and 
type of coverage a nonmarket issue will 
receive (1,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Should a public employee be more or 
less worried about media attention than an 
employee in the nonprofit or private sectors? 

2. Nonprofit: What types of issues do nonprofits 
often face? How much media coverage and what 
types of media treatment do those issues receive?  

3. Private: For a private enterprise, do you think 
that “any news is bad news” (as the case 
suggests) or that “any news is good news” (as 
popular wisdom often holds)?  

 

 

 

Baron (pp.66-80) 

--- 

“General Motors: 
Like a Rock?” 

(p.86) 

--- 

Skim the following 
article and please pay 
close attention to the 
market challenges of 
Newsweek, which are 

described in the 
article: 

 

Kaufman & 
Haughney. (2013). 

“The Last 
Temptation of Tina 

Brown” 

 

 

 

3 9/10/14 The Media II: Responding to Media 
Attention 

Evaluate  responses to media attention 
and identify how the structure of media 
in a given national or international 
context can affect enterprise risks (1,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Is it acceptable for employees of a 
public enterprise to respond strategically to 
media attention, or should they ‘report the facts’ 
in the most transparent way? Can the strategic 
principles Baron provides facilitate quality 
communication (i.e. accurate transmission and 
reception of information)? 

2. Nonprofit: What types of issues do nonprofits 
often face? How much media coverage and what 
types of media treatment do those issues receive?  

3. Private: For a private enterprise, do you think 
that “any news is bad news” (as the case 
suggests) or that “any news is good news” (as 
popular wisdom often holds)?  

 

 

 

Baron (pp.81-85) 

--- 

Musk (2013)  

“Model S Fire” 

(p.86) 

--- 

Warren 
(Forthcoming) 

“Soft Power, Mass 
Media, and the 

Production of State 
Sovereignty” 

--- 

Eleven Mayanmar 
(2014). 

“Media Reports 
Differ between State 
and Private Outlets” 

Course Project 
Component #1 

Due 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/05/business/media/the-last-temptation-of-tina-brown.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/05/business/media/the-last-temptation-of-tina-brown.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/05/business/media/the-last-temptation-of-tina-brown.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.teslamotors.com/blog/model-s-fire
http://www.camberwarren.net/Warren.SoftPower.pdf
http://www.camberwarren.net/Warren.SoftPower.pdf
http://www.camberwarren.net/Warren.SoftPower.pdf
http://www.camberwarren.net/Warren.SoftPower.pdf
http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7069:media-reports-differ-between-state-and-private-outlets&catid=44:national&Itemid=384
http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7069:media-reports-differ-between-state-and-private-outlets&catid=44:national&Itemid=384
http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7069:media-reports-differ-between-state-and-private-outlets&catid=44:national&Itemid=384
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

4 9/15/14 Private Politics: Nonmarket Influence 
Absent Public Policy 

Predict the viability of collective political 
action and, then, assess whether private, 
versus public politics, will surround an 
issue (1) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Members of anonymous claim that 
they are providing a public benefit through their 
hacking; how would you respond to that claim? 

2. Nonprofit: How is “America’s Shoddy 
Education System” both a problem and an 
opportunity for Not-for-Profits? 

3. Private: How should Booz Allen respond to 
Anonymous? 

Baron (pp.90-103, 
173-174) 

--- 

The Economist. (2011). 
“Hacked off” 

--- 

Sitbol. (2012). 
“America's Shoddy 

Education System Is 
a Business Problem” 

Harvard Business 
Review (Blog). 

--- 

Not required, but 
interesting: 

The Economist. (2013) 
“Computer Says No” 

 

 

4 9/17/14 Private Politics: Activists & Interest 
Groups 

Forecast an enterprise’s susceptibility to 
private politics, as well as activist 
strategies that might be used against that 
enterprise, in order to develop responses 
to activist pressure (1, 4, 5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Imagine you are an official in the 
Indonesian Manpower Ministry, what 
information should you remain vigilant of while 
following Nike’s labor disputes in Southeast 
Asia? 

2. Nonprofit: What should Vietnam Labor 
Watch do if Nike reforms its practices in 
Southeast Asia?  

3. Private: How does Nike’s current “Workers 
and Factories” strategy address the problems it 
encountered in Southeast Asia? What public 
service values does it reflect? 

Baron (pp.103-108) 

--- 

“Nike in Southeast 
Asia” 

(pp. 112-115) 

--- 

Nike, Inc. (2013). 
“Workers and 

Factories –  

Our Strategy” 

 

 

http://www.economist.com/node/18958759
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/12/americas_shoddy_education_syst.html
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/12/americas_shoddy_education_syst.html
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/12/americas_shoddy_education_syst.html
http://www.economist.com/news/international/21579816-denial-service-attacks-over-internet-are-growing-easier-and-more-powerful-their?zid=291&ah=906e69ad01d2ee51960100b7fa502595
http://www.nikebiz.com/crreport/content/workers-and-factories/3-1-4-our-strategy-evolving-approach.php?cat=overview
http://www.nikebiz.com/crreport/content/workers-and-factories/3-1-4-our-strategy-evolving-approach.php?cat=overview
http://www.nikebiz.com/crreport/content/workers-and-factories/3-1-4-our-strategy-evolving-approach.php?cat=overview
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

5 9/22/14 Public Politics Ia: Distributive Politics 

Use knowledge about an enterprise’s 
rent chain to identify which interests will 
participate in the resolution of a 
nonmarket issue (1, 2) 

Questions: 

1. Public: In what circumstances might a public 
enterprise want to perform a distributive politics 
analysis? How would a distributive politics 
analysis, by a public agency, comport with public 
service values? 

2. Nonprofit: With the analysis of distributive 
politics in mind, ask yourself the question: should 
nonprofits spend more effort on building 
coalitions and networks than private enterprises?  

3. Private: What types of enterprise structure will 
foster greater demand for nonmarket action? 

Baron (pp.153-172) 

(focus on the ‘mini 
case’ on p.161, 

‘Internet Wine Sales’) 

 

5 9/24/14 Public Politics Ib: Distributive Politics 

Apply distributive politics analysis to a 
real-world policy issue (1, 2) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Imagine you are a public manager 
performing a distributive politics analysis as a 
way to assess whether political obstacles might 
emerge when implementing a new public policy. 
What tools from finance might you consider 
applying in order to refine a distributive politics 
analysis? 

2. Nonprofit: Imagine you work in a nonprofit 
that provides transitional assistance for former 
prisoners. Currently, you plan to expand your 
program in order to provide job training to 
clients. How might a distributive politics analysis 
help you kick-off this new program with minimal 
internal conflict? 

3. Private: What types of organizational forms 
are likely to increase the costs of organizing and 
which organizational forms will decrease those 
costs? 

Esteves. (2012).  

“Pinot Politics”(1) 

“Pinot Politics”(2) 

“Pinot Politics”(3) 

Course Project 
Component #2 

Due 

http://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2012/09/pinot_politics_oregons_archaic.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2012/09/pinot_politics_laws_ensure_dis.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2012/09/oregon_lawmakers_take_cautious.html
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

6 9/29/14 Public Politics Ic: Distributive Politics  

Draw connections between the 
distributive concerns of interests and the 
motivations of legislators (1, 2, 3) 

Questions: 

1. Public: The case for today’s session suggests 
that Senate Bill 1415 would give the FDA “the 
power to regulate nicotine like a drug.” Given 
that this expansion of authority would affect the 
FDA greatly, how should FDA officials respond 
to Congressional inquiries about the implications 
of S.B. 1415?  

2. Nonprofit: The case mentions that universities 
currently invest in tobacco stock and, thus, 
would be affected by S.B. 1415. Forecast some of 
the challenges that a non-profit university might 
face were it to divest in tobacco stocks?  

3. Private: Which types of private companies, 
among those listed in the case, should consider 
taking political action concerning S.B. 1415? 
What do you think that political action should 
look like? 

 

 “Tobacco Politics” 

(p. 181) 

--- 

Thompson. (2012). 

“International 
Campaign Finance” 

--- 

Please skim the 
following website; we 
will discuss it in class: 

 

Open Secrets. (2014). 

“Search 
OpenSecrets.org: 

Tobacco” 

--- 

Ansolabehere et al. 
(2003). 

“Why is there So 
Little Money in 

American Politics?” 

 

6 10/1/14 Public Politics IIa: Legislatures 

Predict the likely success of a legislative 
proposal using the concepts of agenda-
setting and gate-keeping (2,3) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Should public officials in Japan post 
resist privatization or embrace it? Which public 
service values are involved? How? 

2. Nonprofit: What role should the Japan Post 
Workers Union play in the privatization process?  

3. Private: Are private enterprises justified in 
seeking to protect themselves from the 
competitive threat that a privatized Japan Post 
represents? 

Baron (pp. 185, 189-
207, 455-460) 

-- 

“The Privatization of 
Japan Post” 

(p. 476) 

-- 

Sullivan (2014). 

“A Tax Bill Killed By 
the Push and Pull of 
Politics on the Hill” 

 

 

http://www.cnn.com/2012/01/24/world/global-campaign-finance/
http://www.cnn.com/2012/01/24/world/global-campaign-finance/
http://www.opensecrets.org/usearch/?q=Tobacco&searchButt_clean.x=0&searchButt_clean.y=0&cx=010677907462955562473%3Anlldkv0jvam&cof=FORID%3A11
http://www.opensecrets.org/usearch/?q=Tobacco&searchButt_clean.x=0&searchButt_clean.y=0&cx=010677907462955562473%3Anlldkv0jvam&cof=FORID%3A11
http://www.opensecrets.org/usearch/?q=Tobacco&searchButt_clean.x=0&searchButt_clean.y=0&cx=010677907462955562473%3Anlldkv0jvam&cof=FORID%3A11
http://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/089533003321164976
http://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/089533003321164976
http://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/089533003321164976
http://www.npr.org/blogs/itsallpolitics/2014/08/04/337464620/a-tax-bill-killed-by-the-push-and-pull-of-politics-on-the-hill
http://www.npr.org/blogs/itsallpolitics/2014/08/04/337464620/a-tax-bill-killed-by-the-push-and-pull-of-politics-on-the-hill
http://www.npr.org/blogs/itsallpolitics/2014/08/04/337464620/a-tax-bill-killed-by-the-push-and-pull-of-politics-on-the-hill
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

7 10/6/14 Public Politics IIb: Legislatures 

Develop a coalition building strategy that 
allows you to recruit votes and 
successfully pass a legislative bill (2, 
3,4,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Does the logic of coalition-building 
and vote-recruiting apply to contexts other than 
legislative institutions? If so, are those contexts 
evident in non-legislative, public enterprises?  

2. Nonprofit: Nonprofits often seek alliances 
with other community organizations. How does 
the logic of coalition-building and vote-recruiting 
illuminate the purpose of building those 
alliances?  

3. Private: Is it ethical for Blackstone to try to 
influence the votes of Senators? Why? 

 “Carried Interest” 

(p. 213) 

--- 

Please look over the 
following document; 
we will use it during 

a class exercise in 
this session: 

 

NTCU. (2011). 

“National Taxpayer 
Union Scorecard” 

 

 

 

7 10/8/14 Public Politics III: Political Executives 

Recognizing differences between the 
electoral incentives of political executives 
and the electoral incentives of legislators, 
devise a nonmarket strategy aimed at 
addressing a political executive’s actions 
(2) 

Questions: 

1. Public: What is the nonmarket strategy of the 
FBI and NSA, and why is that nonmarket 
strategy successful at influencing a political 
executive such as the President of the U.S.? 

2. Nonprofit: How could privacy advocates 
support the activities of Sophis Networks?  

3. Private: What incentives does President 
Clinton face in the Sophis Networks case? Given 
those incentives, should Sophis Networks spend 
resources in an attempt to influence President 
Clinton? 

 “Sophis Networks” 

(p. 607) 

--- 

Mooney. (2012). 

“A Second Obama 
Term: What Scares 

Republicans?” 

 

Course Project 
Component #3 

Due 

http://www.ntu.org/on-capitol-hill/ntu-rates-congress/2011-ntu-rates-congress.pdf
http://www.ntu.org/on-capitol-hill/ntu-rates-congress/2011-ntu-rates-congress.pdf
http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/09/politics/obama-second-term/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/09/politics/obama-second-term/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/09/politics/obama-second-term/index.html
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

8 10/13/14 Public Politics IVa: Public Bureaucracy 

Identify the motivations of public 
employees as well as the tasks of 
government administrators in order to 
devise a strategy for addressing issues 
decided by the public bureaucracy 
(2,3,4,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public:  Should public employees engage in 
political lobbying on issues they are charged with 
carrying out? What does the ICMA Code say? 
Do you agree or disagree with the ICMA Code? 

2. Nonprofit: Nonprofits often supply goods and 
services similar to those supplied by the public 
bureaucracy. Recognizing that similarity, how 
should a nonprofit manage its relationship with 
public agencies performing similar functions?  

3. Private: Contrast the political activities of the 
developer in today’s case with the political 
activities of the public employees. Are any of the 
groups on sound ethical footing? Why or why 
not? 

“The politics of 

establishing  

urban growth 

boundaries” (a – c) 

[An electronic copy 
of this case can be 

found in the Week 8, 
Class 1 folder on 
WISE resources.] 

--- 

Please skim the 
following document 

and consider its 
relevance to the case, 
above, read for this 

class session: 

“ICMA Code of 
Ethics”  

 

 

 

8 10/15/14 Public Politics IVb: Public Bureaucracy 

Employ strategic reasoning to predict 
when new board appointments will shift 
the policy outputs of public employees 
(2,3,4,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public:  Is there a difference between members 
of a central bank board voting based on their 
ideology or voting based on their technical 
understanding of economic conditions? 

2. Nonprofit: Should the directors of not-for-
profits seek to mold the policy preferences of her 
or his board? Why or why not?  

3. Private: How could an understanding of the 
policy preferences of central bank board 
members influence a financial management 
strategy? 

 

Pollard. (2003). 

“A Look Inside Two 
Central Banks: The 
European Central 

Bank and the Federal 
Reserve” 

 

 

http://icma.org/en/icma/knowledge_network/documents/kn/Document/100265/ICMA_Code_of_Ethics_with_Guidelines
http://icma.org/en/icma/knowledge_network/documents/kn/Document/100265/ICMA_Code_of_Ethics_with_Guidelines
http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/03/01/Pollard.pdf
http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/03/01/Pollard.pdf
http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/03/01/Pollard.pdf
http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/03/01/Pollard.pdf
http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/03/01/Pollard.pdf
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

9 10/20/14 Public Politics Va: Courts I 

Forecast the legal venue or venues in 
which an issue, at the enforcement stage, 
will be resolved (2,4,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: How should Ball State, as a public 
enterprise, revise its human resource policies to 
address the problems at the heart of the Maetta 
Vance case? How do public service values 
provide guidance in making that decision? 

2. Nonprofit: Should nonprofits, given their legal 
status, be more zealous in their efforts to foster 
workplace diversity?  

3. Private: What risk would a private employer 
run if it learns of the Vance v. Ball State decision 
and, then, weakens its internal discrimination 
protections in response to the Supreme Court’s 
judgment? 

Baron, pp.374-376 & 
pp.694-697 

---  

Totenberg. (2012). 

“Supreme Court To 
Look At Who Is A 

'Supervisor' In 
Harassment Cases.” 

--- 

Greenburg. (2013). 

“Supreme Court 
Raises Bar to Prove 
Job Discrimination” 

 

9 10/22/14 Public Politics Vb: Courts II 

Determine if a trade partner has engaged 
in an action that qualifies as a breach of 
contract; then, gauge the prospects of 
remedy and sketch how you would seek 
to compel a remedy via legal action. 

 

Questions: 

1. Public: Take a moment and see if you can find 
examples of contract breach involving a public 
agency—what were remedies for the non-
breaching party? 

2. Nonprofit: If you work for a nonprofit and 
recommend that your enterprise breach a 
contract, are you personally liable? What other 
risks might you experience if you breach the 
contract? How would you weigh the pros and 
cons of breach? 

3. Private: Are there instances in which an 
entrepreneur should breach a contract? What are 
the costs and benefits of breach? 

Baron, pp.383-386  

--- 

Nolo (2014). 

“Articles on If, 
When & Where to 

File a Lawsuit” 

(Read all pages linked 
on this website; be 
prepared to sketch 

the entire process of 
suing another party) 

 

 

 
 

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2012/11/26/165883697/supreme-court-to-look-at-who-is-a-supervisor-in-harassment-cases
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2012/11/26/165883697/supreme-court-to-look-at-who-is-a-supervisor-in-harassment-cases
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2012/11/26/165883697/supreme-court-to-look-at-who-is-a-supervisor-in-harassment-cases
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2012/11/26/165883697/supreme-court-to-look-at-who-is-a-supervisor-in-harassment-cases
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/25/business/supreme-court-raises-bar-to-prove-job-discrimination.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/25/business/supreme-court-raises-bar-to-prove-job-discrimination.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/25/business/supreme-court-raises-bar-to-prove-job-discrimination.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/lawsuit
http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/lawsuit
http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/lawsuit
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

10 10/27/14 Review Session: 

Double-check and master your 
knowledge of foundational concepts 
(e.g., Baron’s 4Is, strategy integration, & 
the issue life cycle), the media, private 
politics, and public politics  

Review materials 
from weeks 1 

through 8 of the 
semester. 

 

10 10/29/14 Exam 1: 

Identify, explain, and apply course 
concepts to resolve managerial questions 
concerning politics and public policy 

Continue reviewing 
materials from weeks 

1 through 8 of the 
semester. 

Exam 1 is due 
at the end of 
today’s class 

session. 
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

11 11/3/14 Public Policy & Enterprise Start-Up I: 

Legally Defining an Enterprise 

Understand how the selection of a legal 
entity status affects your enterprise’s 
mission, record-keeping, and operations; 
then, apply that insight when 
recommending a legal entity status for an 
enterprise engaged in complex activities 
(1-5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Government agencies often give advice 
to enterprises about what entity status they 
should select (e.g., The Small Business 
Administration does so). What controversial or 
politically-sensitive implications might such 
advice have? 

2. Nonprofit: What are the main risks of a 
“hybrid” enterprise, which has features of a not-
for-profit and for-profit enterprise?  

3. Private: What criteria should be used when 
selecting a legal entity status for your 
organization? 

“Social 
Entrepreneurship: 

Banco 
Compartamos” 

(p.567) 

--- 

Fruchterman. (2011). 

“For Love or Lucre” 

--- 

Entrepreneur Magazine. 
(2013). 

“Choose Your 
Business Structure” 

[make sure to click 
through and read all 
pages of this article] 

 

 

11 11/5/14 Public Policy & Enterprise Start-Up II: 

Assessing the Breadth of Regulations 

Develop a broad understanding of the 
economic rationales for government 
regulations and use that understanding 
to identify important regulations for your 
project enterprise. 

Questions: 

1. Public: What regulations affect government 
agencies and who is the “regulator” behind those 
regulations? 

2. Nonprofit: What regulations do not-for-profits 
face as compared to for-profit enterprises? 
Obviously, limits on profit-making are one such 
regulation; identify some others in your response 
to this question.  

3. Private: What trade-offs would an enterprise 
face if it were to relocate to a governmental 
jurisdiction with fewer regulations? 

Baron (pp.310-320) 

--- 

World Bank. (2012). 

“Ease of Doing 
Business 2013” 

(pp.1-14) 

 

 

 

http://www.sba.gov/category/navigation-structure/starting-managing-business/starting-business/choose-your-business-stru
http://www.sba.gov/category/navigation-structure/starting-managing-business/starting-business/choose-your-business-stru
http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/for_love_or_lucre
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/38822-1
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/38822-1
http://www.doingbusiness.org/~/media/GIAWB/Doing%20Business/Documents/Annual-Reports/English/DB13-full-report.pdf
http://www.doingbusiness.org/~/media/GIAWB/Doing%20Business/Documents/Annual-Reports/English/DB13-full-report.pdf
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

12 11/10/14 Public Policy & Enterprise Activities I: 

Regulation of Internal Activities 

Use insights from operations, human 
resources, and quantitative analysis to 
address issues of regulatory 
compliance that affect an enterprise’s 
internal activities (2-5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: If Paradis, in the “Growing 
Resentment” case, could fund his own study to 
assess the effect of regulatory changes, what 
would that study look like? 

2. Nonprofit: Imagine you are the head of the 
Washington Grower’s League, a not-for-profit 
mentioned in the case. How would you view 
the challenges Paradis faces and how would 
your perception of those challenges shape your 
enterprise’s strategy? 

3. Private: How could the hop growers 
mentioned in the case use regulations to gain 
advantage over their competitors? 

Baron  

(pp.306-309) 

---  

“Growing 
Resentment” 

[An electronic copy 
of this case can be 
found in the Week 

11, Class 1 folder on 
WISE resources.] 

--- 

Not required, but for 
your interest: 

Levine et al. (2012). 

“Randomized 
Government Safety 
Inspections Reduce 
Worker Injuries with 
No Detectable Job 

Loss” 

[Note that full-text 
of the above, non-

required reading can 
be found in Hatfield 
Library’s Periodicals] 

 

12 11/12/14 Public Policy & Enterprise Activities 
II: Regulation of External Activities 

Enlist the managerial functions of 
marketing, finance, and accounting so 
as (i) to comply with regulations and 
(ii) to address liability issues relating to 
an enterprise’s interaction with 
external parties (2-5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: How do public service values 
provide guidance to a public administrator 
faced with making decisions about product 
safety regulations? 

2. Nonprofit: Few nonprofits create products, 
but many provide services – what are the 
liabilities a nonprofit might face if it provides, 
say, educational tutoring? 

3. Private: Which division of California Space 
Heaters (Marketing, Finance, Operations, etc.) 
is best situated to determine potential safety 
problems with its heater? 

 

Baron (pp.387-402) 

 

---  

 

“California Space 
Heaters” 

(p.406) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6083/907
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6083/907
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6083/907
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6083/907
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6083/907
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6083/907
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

13 11/17/14 Public Policy & Enterprise Expansion I: 

Contracting with Government 

Keeping in mind principles from 
operations, identify circumstances in 
which government production can be 
fruitfully contracted-out and use that 
information to assess potential risks in 
contracting with public entities (3-5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Is it legitimate for a government 
agency to take into account factors other than 
production costs and transaction costs when 
selecting a contractor? 

2. Nonprofit: What political challenges might a 
not-for-profit face when completing a 
government contract? 

3. Private: What risks does a private contractor 
face when working with government as opposed 
to another private entity?  

Globerman & Vining 

(1996). 

“A Framework for 
Evaluating the 
Government 

Contracting Out 
Decision” 

[This material 
requires you to login 

to JSTOR via the 
Hatfield Library; 

usage complies with 
JSTOR Terms and 

Conditions of 
Service 2.1(b)]  

---  

“Contracting for 
Housing and 
Community 

Development”  

[An electronic copy 
of this case can be 
found in the Week 

12, Class 1 folder on 
WISE resources.] 

 

 

13 11/19/14 Public Policy & Enterprise Expansion II: 

Competition Policy / Antitrust 

Draw on an understanding of 
competition policy and antitrust 
regulations to avoid illegal activities 
when expanding one’s enterprise or 
attracting new contracts (3-5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Are the costs of eliminating bid-rigging 
too significant for public officials to incur? 

2. Nonprofit: Do nonprofit enterprises face 
antitrust risks? If so, what are those risks?  

3. Private: Were Carollo, Goldberg, and Grimm 
rogue actors, or should their managers bear 
responsibility for their crimes? 

Baron, pp.265-274 

---  

Taibbi. (2012) 

“The Scam Wall 
Street Learned from 

the Mafia” 

--- 

Government of 
Barbados. (2011). 

“Detecting Bid-
Rigging” (Skim) 

 

Course Project 
Component #4 

Due 

 

http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/977256?uid=3739856&uid=2&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21102528441737
http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/977256?uid=3739856&uid=2&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21102528441737
http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/977256?uid=3739856&uid=2&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21102528441737
http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/977256?uid=3739856&uid=2&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21102528441737
http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/977256?uid=3739856&uid=2&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21102528441737
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.app.willamette.edu/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp#TC1
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.app.willamette.edu/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp#TC1
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.app.willamette.edu/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp#TC1
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/the-scam-wall-street-learned-from-the-mafia-20120620?print=true
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/the-scam-wall-street-learned-from-the-mafia-20120620?print=true
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/the-scam-wall-street-learned-from-the-mafia-20120620?print=true
http://www.ftc.gov.bb/library/2011-02-07_ftc_guidelines_checklist_procurement.pdf
http://www.ftc.gov.bb/library/2011-02-07_ftc_guidelines_checklist_procurement.pdf
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

14 11/24/14 Thanksgiving Break   

14 11/26/14 Thanksgiving Break   
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

15 12/1/14 Ethics, Politics, & Public Policy I: 

Utilitarianism 

Apply utilitarian principles to ethical 
dilemmas in nonmarket decision-making; 
then, formulate criticisms and defenses 
of utilitarian approaches to nonmarket 
action (1,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: If you were an IRS agent, how would 
you reason about the abusiveness of the SC2 tax 
solution? If you were an FDA official, how 
would you reason about Pfizer’s decisions about 
pulling drugs from market? 

2. Nonprofit: Should not-for-profit companies 
participate in KPMG’s SC2 tax solution? 

3. Private: To whom is Pfizer responsible: its 
shareholders, its customers, its consumers, or 
someone else? What would a utilitarian say in 
response to this question? 

Baron  

(pp.659-662) 

--- 

“Tax Shelters” 

(p.677) 

--- 

“Pfizer & Celebrex” 

(p.679) 

 

 

15 12/3/14 Ethics, Politics, & Public Policy II: 

Moral Rules and Rights  

Distinguish between consequentialist 
and deontological approaches to ethical 
decision-making; then, use the latter 
approach to address ethical dilemmas in 
the nonmarket environment. (1,3,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Imagine you work for the FTC or the 
Department of Justice, what concerns might you 
have about eBay succeeding against the auction 
aggregators? 

2. Nonprofit: How would not-for-profits be 
affected if new laws or rules were put in place 
concerning the protection of databases?  

3. Private: Who, if anyone, is hurting the 
economic well-being of online auction users: 
eBay or Bidder’s Edge? Why? 

Baron  

(pp.681-691) 

---  

Baron  

(pp.376-383) 

---  

“eBay and Database 
Protection” 

(p.433) 
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

16 12/8/14 Ethics, Politics, & Public Policy III: 

Bribery and Corruption & Review 
Session 

Identify circumstances in which bribery 
and corruption are likely to impede 
enterprise activities; then, draw on 
knowledge of international law and 
ethics to put forward procedures to 
navigate those circumstances  (1,3,5) 

Questions: 

1. Public: Setting aside greed, why might a 
government official solicit bribes? What public 
policy solutions could be used to stem demand 
for bribes? 

2. Nonprofit: If you work for a not-for-profit 
that provides important care to individuals facing 
extreme poverty and severe health issues, is it 
acceptable to pay a bribe to circumvent hurdles 
preventing you from providing that care?  

3. Private: What human resource practices can be 
put in place to stop managers from using bribes 
to enhance enterprise performance? 

Baron (pp.761-770) 

---  

“Complications in 
Marnera” 

(p.772) 

--- 

Holland. (2013). 

“Nothing Uniquely 
Chinese About 

Glaxo Bribery Case” 

--- 

Review materials 
following Exam 1. 

 

16 12/10/14 Exam 2: 

Identify, explain, and apply course 
concepts to resolve managerial 
challenges, pertaining to global public 
policy issues, which span managerial 
functions and carry ethical implications. 

Review materials 
following Exam 1. 

Exam 2 is due 
at the end of 
today’s class 

session. 

http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/1293460/nothing-uniquely-chinese-about-glaxo-bribery-case
http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/1293460/nothing-uniquely-chinese-about-glaxo-bribery-case
http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/1293460/nothing-uniquely-chinese-about-glaxo-bribery-case
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Week Date Class Learning Objectives 
(Related Course Objective Listed in Parentheses) 

Class Preparation 
& Readings 

Course Project / 
Exam Due Date 

17 12/15/14 Semester Long Wrap-Up Session 

Identify broad trends in the nonmarket 
environment, via discussion of student 

projects and Exam 2, and apply concepts 
from the course to explain how 

enterprises can capitalize on those trends 

Re-read your course 
project components 
and come to class 

prepared to discuss 
them. 

 

Read the exam 
answer key posted on 
WISE and come to 
class prepared to 
discuss questions 
from the exam. 

 

“Compulsory 
Licensing, Thailand, 

and Abbot 
Laboratories” 

(p.602) 

 

 
 

 

 

 


